Dear friends and colleagues,

it’s time for Eurosonic Noorderslag again - we are delighted to present you some of our finest artists and we are looking forward to meeting you in Groningen! This year, Austria will be represented by Ankathie Koi, AVEC, Cari Cari, Hearts Hearts, NIHILS and Thirsty Eyes.

AUSTRIAN ARTISTS AT ESNS18

Wednesday, January 17
CARI CARI, Doopsgezinde Kerk, 20:15 - 20:55
THIRSTY EYES, Hius De Beurs, 23:00 - 23:45

Thursday, January 18
CARI CARI, USVA, 22:00 - 22:40
ANKATHIE KOI, Vrijdag Main, 22:50 - 23:35
HEARTS HEARTS, Grand Theatre up, 23:45 - 00:25

Friday, January 19
AVEC, USVA, 20:00 - 20:40
NIHILS, Mutua Fides, 22:15 - 23:00

ANKATHIE KOI is a radical performer, living and loving the hedonism and glamour of the 80ies, while the Upper Austrian singer-songwriter AVEC writes mystically beautiful and moving pop songs. The duo CARI CARI - aptly named the “lovechild of The XX and The Kills” (IndieShuffle) „with a pinch of Morricone“ (Radio FM4) - will perform twice in Groningen.

HEARTS HEARTS create beautiful, heart-wrenching indietronica and are working on the follow-up to Young (2016), described as „one of the most arresting debuts in recent years“ by Drowned In Sound. NIHILS mix electronic depth, bold hooks and melodic vocals to create their infectious take on electronic pop music, whereas THIRSTY EYES bring rough and unpolished rock´n´roll to the Netherlands.

Also don´t miss: CEEntral Party at ESNS18 on Friday January 19, 17.00 - 20.00, OOST (Oosterstraat 13A)!

Enjoy the festival and see you in Groningen!

Tatjana, Franz & Sandra, Austrian Music Export